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Abstract  

With the introduction of new biological agents for cancer treatment enabling  

“personalized medicine”, treatment decisions based on the molecular features of the 

tumor are increasingly common. Consequently, tissue evaluation in tumour pathology 

is becoming more and more  based on a combination of classical morphological and 

molecular analysis. Results of diagnostic tests rely not only on the quality of the 

method used but to a large extent also on the quality of specimens which is 

dependent on the pre-analytical procedures and storage. With the introduction of 

predictive immunohistochemical and molecular tests in clinical  pathology, 

improvement and standardization of pre-analytical procedures has become crucial. 

The aim of this review is to increase awareness for tissue handling, for 

standardization of the pre-analytical phase of a diagnostic process and to address 

several processing steps in tissue handling that need to be improved in order to 

obtain the quality needed for modern molecular medicine. Optimal, standardized 

procedures are crucial to reach a high standard of test results, which is what each  

patient deserves.   
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Introduction 

Tissue evaluation by pathologists is a critical issue for establishing a final diagnosis 

and  prognosis for a patient suspected of having cancer. Before the year 2000, the 

pathological diagnosis of tumours was mainly based on morphological analysis 

(including immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy). In the last decade, the 

knowledge about the pathogenesis and molecular background of many types of 

cancer has drastically increased. As a result, cancer diagnostics is nowadays more 

complex and requires molecular tests, such as assessment of microsatellite instability 

for identifying cases that have increased risk for Lynch syndrome (1-3), the detection 

of clonality in the diagnosis of lymphoma (4-7), of chromosomal translocations and 

aberrations in sarcomas and glioblastoma, respectively (8-12). The main driver of 

change in this diagnostic process has been the arrival of drug therapies targeting 

specific molecular aspects of tumors (‘targeted therapy’), such as Trastuzimab, 

targeting the HER2/neu oncogene in patients with breast cancer (13,14) and a 

plethora of other receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors. These specific targeted therapies 

require implementation of  additional and more complex molecular genotyping tests, 

such as analysis of the genes EGFR and KRAS, KIT and PDGFRA, BRAF and 

NRAS, in patients with respectively colorectal and lung cancer (15-18), 

gastrointestinal stromal tumors (19-21), and melanoma (22,23), thereby allowing truly 

‘personalized’ therapeutic decision-making.  

Obviously, an optimal tissue diagnosis requires optimal material. Many methods used 

in  pathology are more than 100 years old and are well suited for diagnosis based on 

morphology, however when performed under non-controlled conditions these 

methods can be detrimental for molecular pathology. Results of diagnostic tests, 

particularly molecular tests, are not only determined by the quality of the diagnostic 
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methods but to a large extent by the many tissue handling steps in the pre-analytical 

phase as well. A controlled and standardized handling in the pre-analytical phase, 

will lead to a more accurate and thus more optimal pathology diagnostics, which 

should become available for each patient.  

  

The pre-analytical phase in clinical pathology 

The handling and pre-treatment of tissue specimens during transport to the 

laboratory as well as within the pathology laboratory clearly affects the quality of the 

tissue,  and the proteins (including nucleic acids) therein, as depicted in Figure 1.   

Transport of tissues from the operating room to the pathology lab is an important 

step. In many hospitals, the excised tissues are delivered fresh and ‘dry’, or in case 

of small specimens immersed in saline (0.9%) in “dry containers”, and stored at room 

temperature. Often however, biopsies and even organs are immersed in formalin, in 

operation theatres that are not suited for this toxic agent (see below). Delays in 

transport may explain why DNA or RNA may be degraded (24). Antigen stability 

detected by immunohistochemistry may also decrease after warm ischemia (25,26). 

Grossing and dissection is performed within the pathology lab by highly qualified 

personnel, trained in selection and cutting the tissue into representative parts for 

microscopic and molecular analysis (23,26).  

Fixation is the most critical step in the pre-analytical phase. Formalin is commonly 

used in pathology laboratories. Formalin is however toxic and potentially carcinogenic 

(28). By chemical crosslinking of proteins and nucleic acids, formalin results in 

fragmentation of nucleic acids (29-31), thereby hampering molecular analysis. The 

usual practice in traditional histopathology, is fixation in neutral-buffered formalin for 

12-24 hr, which gives a good sample preservation for morphologic evaluation. Small-
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sized tissue specimens and short fixation times (8 hrs in formalin, ref: 32) are the 

best conditions to preserve DNA and RNA, while maintaining good morphology. Too 

short fixation times may render the tissue insufficiently protected against the 

continuous enzymatic degradation and leads to suboptimal morphology, while 

prolonged fixation may lead to severe degradation of nucleic acids. Too short or too 

long fixation time will also compromise the result of immunohistochemical stainings 

(33-37). Note that neutral-buffered formalin fixation is preferred over un-buffered 

formalin, which results more severe degradation of DNA/RNA (38-40). 

Tissue processing,  which involves dehydration, clearing and paraffin-embedding is 

the last critical step in the pre-analytical phase. Traditionally, tissue processing 

occurs in a vacuum infiltrating tissue processor, which occurs normally during the 

night. Xylene is commonly used as clearing agent, to remove the dehydrant (usually 

a series of alcohol concentrations) from the tissue, however xylene is hazardous. 

Isopropanol (41), a solvent based on long chain aliphatic hydrocarbons or limonene 

can be used as an alternative, although these are less effective (41). In addition, 

limonene-based solvent is capable of inducing dermatitis and allergic reactions 

(42,43). Progress in automation of systems, and the introduction of microwave-based 

technology using strictly defined protocols resulted in fast, standardized tissue 

processing (44-48, Burgers et al., manuscript in prep.). Currently, however, multiple 

protocols for transport, fixation and histo-processing are still being used in different 

pathology labs. This lack of standardization substantially affects the accuracy of 

specific test results, which is exemplified by a study by American pathologists. In this 

study, the presence of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), under 

different conditions by different techniques was evaluated (49) and resulted in (ASCO 

and CAP joint) guidelines to improve hormone receptor testing. 

Fig.1 
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Possibilities  for improvement of modern pathology 

Tissue preservation   

The increased need for well-preserved tissues has stimulated interest in alternative 

preservative liquids. In some hospitals, outside the laboratory environment, the fresh 

excised unfixed tissues are immersed in mild isotonic media (like RPMI) or solutions 

with specific salts (HANKS) with bovine or calf serum added to it, saline (0,9%), kept 

at 4-8°C and transported to the pathology laboratories. Although a cell culture 

medium has a good preservation quality in terms of morphology and molecular 

analysis, the media are very expensive especially in case of large diagnostic 

specimens (e.g. resection specimens from breast, colon), not standardised (because 

of the variability of the serum), and therefore not recommended. Bens Michel’s liquid 

is currently used in nephropathology and dermatopathology allowing adequate 

preservation of the sample to stay in this liquid at room temperature up till 24 to 48 

hours before performing immunofluorescence on frozen tissue with good 

reproducibility (50). However, the use of Michel’s fixative and PBS results in low 

quantities and purity of extracted DNA (51). Normal saline has been described for 

preservation of nucleic acids (52), however the histomorphology is not well 

preserved.  

Tissue transfer to pathology laboratories in under-vacuum conditions is a safe 

alternative compared to tissue transfer in formalin (44). Preservation under vacuum is 

particularly suitable for large surgical specimens. Immediately after removal, the 

specimens are put in specialized plastic bags. After creating vacuum and sealing of 

the bag that only takes approximately 15 seconds, the specimen can be stored in a 

refrigerator for up to 48 hours and subsequently transferred to the pathology lab. The 

morphology of the tissue is well preserved. Also the quality of RNA-preservation, 
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even in tissues kept in the fridge under vacuum for long time, is of acceptable quality 

(53). Importantly, since there is no immersion of the whole specimen in formalin, this 

is a first step into an environmentally-safe step towards a formalin-free hospital (54).  

Vacuum-based preservation of surgical specimens also allows collection of “fresh” 

material, which is recommended for optimal molecular analysis.  Currently, molecular 

tests for detection of oncogenic mutations, such as mutations in the KRAS gene for 

colon carcinoma, KRAS-EGFR for lung carcinoma, KIT- PDGFRA for gastro-

intestinal stromal tumor and BRAF-NRAS-HRAS gene mutations for melanoma, 

routinely occur on DNA-extracted from FFPE tissue. The reason is that the use of 

FFPE tissues relatively easy allows enrichment of the tumor cells, by dissection of a 

section part that contains predominantly tumor cells. However, one of the reasons 

why expression arrays have not (yet) entered our diagnostic armory is the problem of 

optaining RNA of sufficient quality from FFPE tissues. 

 

Fixation  

Formalin, which is in fact a solution of formaldehyde, is a world-wide used fixative, 

but has its disadvantages as describe above and results in the need for efficient 

ventilation and fume concentration monitoring. The development and use of 

alternative formalin-free “molecular” fixatives together with the elimination of xylene 

and formalin from the tissue processor was therefore undertaken by many. New 

types of fixatives are zinc (55,56), HOPE fixative (57) or alcohol-based (48,58,59) 

[such as Do-Path from Dentec (the Netherlands), RCL2 from Alphelys (France) and 

Fine-Fix from Milestone (Italy)] are being developed and have improved opportunities 

of nucleic acid analysis. However, the problem is that the morphology from tissues 

fixed in an alcohol-based fixative is different from that after formalin-tissue fixation. In 
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addition, in our hands, immuno-histochemical stains performed on alternatively fixed 

tissue lead to insufficient immuno-histochemical staining results (even after repeating 

the stainings without antigen retrieval, unpublished data: HvK, WB). Non-formalin 

based fixatives (such as GFT and Prefer) also compromised the FISH analysis of 

Her-2/neu oncogene amplification (60). Therefore, one needs to realise that changing 

the fixative will require adjustments of protocols for immuno-histochemistry and in situ 

hybridization (ISH), which are currently developed and optimised for formalin fixed 

tissue. Yet, changing from formalin to an alcohol-based fixative may be necessary in 

the next future since the International Agency of Research Cancer (IARC) has 

recognized formaldehyde as a (type 1) carcinogen in 2004. Indeed, there is evidence 

for a statistically significantly increased risk for mortality from myeloid leukemia (28). 

In the next years, we need to get prepared for a worldwide prohibition on the use of 

formalin in pathology and we have to invest in alternatives and optimize the methods 

for working with a new ‘non-formalin’ fixative.  

Ultrasound-accelerated formalin fixation of tissues is a fast fixation method that may 

be applicable in short term. While in this procedure formalin is still used, this 

approach resulted in superior nucleic acid integrity and preservation of antigens 

compared to conventional methods (61). The highest RNA yield and quality were 

obtained by short fixation in buffered formalin (15 minutes) whilst being irradiated with 

high-frequency, high-intensity ultrasound. No differences with regards to the quality of 

histology and immunohistochemical staining were observed (62). 

 

Tissue processing  

The trend to use molecular, non-formalin based fixatives with improved possibilities 

for molecular analysis coincides with the need of rapid fixation and processing of 
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tissues. The newest generation of fully-automated microwave based tissue 

processors is designed to speed up and standardize the fixation process (53,54). 

Moreover, instead of the toxic xylene, isopropanol is used as an intermediate 

solvent.There are only a few laboratories that have reported on the use of these 

microwave-based tissue processors in routine pathology. Indeed, the incorporation of 

microwave-based tissue processing clearly affects laboratory work patterns and 

reduces turnaround times. Importantly, the morphology is maintained or even is 

modestly improved (31,45-48,63,64, Burgers et al., manuscript in prep.). The 

immunohistochemical stainings obtained after automated microwave-assisted rapid 

tissue processing method in general gave good results (46,48) although minor 

adjustments of the working concentrations of the antibodies may be beneficial to 

improve signal intensities (45). Also, in situ hybridization using probes for HPV, EBV 

and Her-2-neu gave good gene visualization using the microwave-processing (45). 

The application of microwave-stimulated tissue processing in the routine pathology 

setting also improves the possibilities for molecular testing (31, 59, 65).  

 

Outlook 

The quality of the tissue specimen has to  be optimal, to ensure optimal diagnostics. 

Why is it that not many pathology laboratories introduce standardized protocols or  

new technologies in tissue transfer, tissue-fixation or –processing? Clearly, changing 

working patterns in general is difficult. Introduction of new procedures requires 

changes in logistics and process automation, which may indeed be difficult at first 

glance. However, introduction of new pathology techniques will ameliorate the quality 

of the tissue specimens for further analysis. Not only for the current molecular 

analysis, but also for the future spectrum of technologies that will be needed for 
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analysis on tissue specimens that may become essential for diagnosis (such as 

assessment of the proteome, or the metabolome). Although several laboratories have 

reported the results on new ‘non-formalin’ fixatives or on microwave-assisted tissue 

processing, these studies are from only a few, specific tissues.  

What is the next step? 

Obviously, for development, testing and standardization of transport, fixation and 

histo-processing different readouts are essential. Our strategy to improve the pre-

analytical pathology phase is to focus on transport conditions (under-vacuum versus 

transport in “dry containers, and testing different “storage” or transport times), 

subsequent fixation in pH-controlled formalin and an alcohol-based fixative, using 

different fixation times. Microwave-assisted histo-processing will be used, as this 

processing method has proven to be successful in multiple studies (31,45-48,63,64). 

In the first phase, it is important to test and evaluate large numbers of different tissue 

samples (e.g.: colon, lung, skin, brain, kidney, liver, heart, muscle, 

mammacarcinoma, sarcoma, lymphoma) and focus on evaluation of the histology of 

the specimens which should be done by  several experienced pathologists.   

The conditions that give good (acceptable) results, will be further investigated in the 

second phase of the study, where the focus is on immuno histochemistry (IHC), for a 

range of different proteins, both cytosolic as well as nuclear proteins. Adjustments in 

staining protocols will be necessary to optimize the staining results. Also antigen-

retrieval protocols should be evaluated as this can confound IHC results.  

The tissue specimens that guarantee optimal performance in histology and IHC 

under the different test conditions, will be evaluated for molecular techniques in the 

final testing phase. After testing and evaluation protocols for nucleic acid extraction, 

different molecular readouts should be analysed, e.g; mutation detection using PCR 
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and sequencing analysis of KRAS and EGFR genes in lung and colon carcinoma, 

Ig/TCR clonality assessment for lymphoma diagnostics, RT-PCR on extracted RNAs 

from sarcoma specimens. Also FISH should be evaluated, using probes for detection 

of oncogene amplification (Her2-neu), break-apart probes (for detection of 

chromosomal breaks) and RNA-ISH probe (EBER). A multicenter study using large 

numbers of different tissue specimens and readouts enabling statistical evaluation to 

show that the outcome is not laboratory dependent, will ultimately result in controlled 

and standardized protocols for tissue transport and fixation, enabling modern 

pathology evaluation. 

Particular attention should be given to the diffusion of results and technology 

dissemination of standardized and validated protocols. Obviously, the new 

approaches need to be taught to pathology residents. In fact, pathologists, molecular 

biologist and residents engaged in modern pathology should have a leading role in 

the dissemination of the new standardized approaches, and thereby contribute to the 

improvement of modern (including ‘molecular’) medicine in order to maximize the 

benefit for patients suffering from oncologic disorders.   
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 Legend  

 

Figure 1: The diagnostic process. Tissues obtained from patients undergo transport 

and tissue processing steps, including the handling steps during the pre-analytical 

phase in pathology laboratories, that affect the quality of the diagnostic tissue.  

Analytical tests in oncology nowadays are often based on a combination of 

morphological and molecular analysis. Molecular tests are primarily PCR-based tests 

using different technological readouts, however, also array-technology and Next 

Generation Sequencing (NGS) technology (are) will be used. Both morphological and 

molecular analysis are needed to reach to a proper diagnosis that ideally not only 

carries prognostic but also predictive information. 
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